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One Frustrated Man's Apocalypse StoryAfter two years hiding in the bunker, I've been venturing out

for a couple of months. Is the world a worse place now than it was? I honestly can't say for sure. I

suppose I could create a list of the pros and cons and figure it out all analytic like. The world the way

we made it was pretty screwed up. But this place, I don't know. You end up missing the things you

never expected, rows of colorful flowers in the neighbor's garden, football games on a crisp autumn

evening, new movies, things that smell clean, and maybe most of all, the taste of a good steak

dinner and a conversation with someone while we share it.
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When I composed my review for Dusty's Diary 1, I said I'd give it a five star rating if it were a full

length novel. Book 2 is an even more complex, interesting, and thought provoking story than Book

1. I felt myself in a similar circumstance and wondered, "what would I do?"I'm very glad he's found

an English speaking individual but disheartened that they're not going to re-populate the world. He

apparently learns a thing or two from his Christmas dinner party enjoying smoked Raccoon.Review



by THE HOLEY ONE

I am never disappointed by books from this man. I was so excited when this book was announced,

and I already pre-ordered the next before I even started this one. Just throwing that out there to

thoroughly illustrate how much I love this author's writing. Anyway, this book picked right back up

where the last one left off, and headed in the best direction this story could have gone. It's a quick

read, but I couldn't be sure if that's because it's short or because I couldn't put it down. Do yourself

a favor and just become a fan already. Seriously. The writing really is that awesome.

Book one was great! Loved the way Dusty spoke (wrote). It seemed like he was having a

conversation with you. This book picks that up but you can tell that the author is not in the same

care-free mode as he was with the first book. The wording is tighter and the flow isn't the same.

Don't get me wrong....still a great book, just the writing style is different.Dusty is introspective I've in

this book. He's very resourceful.Can't wait for book 3 !!!!!!!

Loved loved loved it as much as Dusty's Diary One! The conversational tone (albeit a bit more

refined), dark sarcasm and adventures of Dusty continue as Bobby takes us through Dusty's

thoughts and challenges in the Shroompocalypse (spell check really doesn't like that word!).

Another winner from this author - and I've read everything he's written so far. Again, thanks for

quitting your day job, Bobby, and keeping me entertained!!

Just finished book 2, and already doing the pee-pee dance hardly waiting for book 3.Really like the

rough style it is written in. Driven half crazy by loneliness and bitter about how the world has ended,

but still clinging tenaciously to hope.At this point you can run this series out to 10 or 20 books and if

it stays in the same framework I will buy them all.

Like most of his books, this one blends action, humor, gravitas, and an apocalypse to make well -

rounded characters that feel fully human, and their personality drives the course of the book. Glad to

finally get this follow -up on Dusty's Diary, the original was too good to be a single installment.

Another great story by this author with a well rounded talent for writing! His writing is unlike most

and his dark humor will make you laugh and feel compassion for his characters. I can't hardly

contain myself thinking about the next one in this series! Way to go Bobby,! Another AWESOME



story!

I am not a writer so this is not going to be much.... but I have all of Bobby's books. I think they are

fun to read and can not put them down till the end. I have lost a lot of sleep because of

himÃ°ÂŸÂ˜Â€ I have preordered Dusty's diary 3 and can not wait till it is here! Thank you for so

many great reads.
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